Easy Release
Adaptations
Designed for drivers who require assistance
in operating the handbrake or gearshift.
Standard Easy Release
Handbrake

Easy Release
Gearshift Front or Side
Button
Easy Release
Gearshift Pear Grip

Inline Easy Release
Handbrake

Easy Release Gearshift Rotary

Driving Excellence

Easy Release Handbrake - Conventional Handbrakes

Designed for drivers with limited hand function, this adaptation reduces the grip required
and eliminates the need to depress the button. It allows the user to engage the button
without articulation of the thumb and the increased mechanical advantage reduces the
amount of force required to depress the button. The adaptation also benefits users who
find it difficult to grasp and pull a conventional handbrake.
For conventional style handbrakes, there are two options of easy release handbrake:
standard or inline. Most vehicles with a conventional style handbrake can have either
option, but there are some restrictions due to space around the handbrake on certain
models. To check availability, please contact us or your installer directly.

Operation - Standard style
To release the handbrake, simply pull
backwards on the handle to depress the
button and let the handbrake drop down.
To engage the handbrake, place your palm
under the handle and pull upwards.

Inline
Soft grip
moulded handle

Standard
Adjustable cam
mechanism
Improved
mechanical
advantage 

Sympathetic cam for
easy button release 

Operation - Inline style
Fully adjustable webbing
belt for universal fit

To release the handbrake, simply push down
on the end of the handle to depress the
button and let the handbrake drop down.
To engage the handbrake, place your palm
under the handle and pull upwards.

Easy Release Handbrake - Unconventional Handbrakes

Some models of vehicle have unique handbrake designs. In some instances, we can adapt
these handbrakes with a vehicle specific easy release handbrake. To check availability for
your model of vehicle, please contact us or your installer directly.

i

Electric Handbrakes
Many vehicle models can now be specified with an electric handbrake as standard from the
factory. We would recommend you consider this option if you have difficulties operating
any other style of handbrake within a vehicle. If the vehicle is not available with an electric
handbrake then the adaptations mentioned in this leaflet may be able to assist you.

Easy Release Handbrake - Foot Operated Parking Brake
Some vehicles have a foot operated pedal to release the parking brake instead of a
conventional handbrake lever. This adaptation enables drivers who are unable to use
their feet to operate the parking brake by hand.

Operation
The hand operated parking brake lever is
attached to the pedal and simply pushed down
by hand to engage/disengage the parking brake.

Handbrake
released

Handbrake
applied

Easy Release Gearshift - Front or Side Button

Designed for drivers with limited hand function, this easy release gearshift reduces the
amount of grip required to move the gearshift and eliminates the requirements to depress
the button with your fingers on an automatic vehicle.

Operation
Simply rotate the handle to engage
the gearshift button then move
forwards or backwards to select
the required gear position.

Soft grip
moulded handle
Fully adjustable
360 degree handle
positioning to ensure
suitability for the driver
A specifically
moulded shroud
for secure fitting

Easy Release Gearshift - Pear grip

This easy release gearshift is designed to assist to operating a toggle style gearshift by
providing a larger handle to grasp where the driver may find it difficult to grip the small
toggle lever. Simply push on the grip to move the toggle switch within the vehicle.

Operation
Simply grasp the handle to
operate the gearshift, then
move forwards or backwards to
select the required gear position.

The shape is
specifically
designed for
comfort and
maximum
manoeuvrability

A universal clamp
for easy fitting

Easy Release
Gearshift - Rotary

Designed for drivers with limited
hand function, this easy release
gearshift provides a lever to
assist with gripping and rotating
the gearshift.

Operation
The required gear
position can be
selected by simply
rotating the handle

N.B. The easy release adaptations are not possible on all vehicles. If you require an easy release

adaptation, please contact us or your installer to check availability for your preferred choice of vehicle.

Further Information To discuss the adaptations in further detail, please do not hesitate to contact
us using the below details.

Tel: +44 (0)161 430 2151 Enquiries: info@jeffgosling.co.uk
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